Use the Performing Arts to develop as an English speaker and performer!
Projects from 1-4 weeks
We come to you!
Ages 18+
Low self-confidence, anxiety and lack of motivation and are all factors that affect the ability to
absorb language and improve communication skills. The Performing Arts offer a variety of
platforms that remove those barriers and enable effective learning and development. Use of
song, physical theatre and movement - and especially drama - enables exploration of practical
and theoretical aspects of English language in an interactive way.

Throughout the project the students will be exposed to various performance-based skills
including, but not limited to: storytelling, speech exercises, expressive poetry, characterisation,
dance & movement, singing & music exploration, working from stimuli and creating an original
story. At the end of each project, family and friends will be invited to attend a performance
evening to see all that has been achieved.
Our Adult Programmes focus on creating a safe space where exploration is encouraged, language
is developed and inhibitions lost. Each programme is tailored to your specific needs, interests
and learning objectives.

Photos show previous projects in the UK, Russia and Spain.

Prices 2018/19
Our team will come directly to you, to work on a show that you choose, for as long as you want!
Our projects have taken place within the UK and across the globe with thousands of students
benefitting from our services.
Audiences young and old have enjoyed our adaptations of well-known stories and been in awe
of original work created. As all of our projects are created for you we can accommodate students
of varying ages and language abilities.
Project Length
1 week / 24 hours
2 weeks / 48 hours
3 weeks / 72 hours
4 weeks / 96 hours

Price per project
£810
£1620
£2430
£3240

Please note: the above are NET fees. Maximum 30 participants per group. No limit on amount of groups.
All projects include the final performance, one Theatre Express facilitator and educational material for the project.
Additional costs not included: transport and travel documentation, B&B accommodation, marketing/printing costs, costs for
aesthetic vision for final show.

Our Theatre Express team are all performing arts professionals with a wealth of knowledge in
leading projects in drama, dance and music. Our staff have lived and worked across the globe
and have an extensive understanding of how to work with and for students for whom English is
a second language.
We are passionate about arts in education and pride ourselves on our ability to motivate, inspire
and create within our projects. We thrive on the challenge of watching our students flourish as
English speakers and performers. We promise to give you an experience that you will never
forget!
Contact Us
For more information about Theatre Express Classic and our other performing arts based projects, or to book your
course, visit our website www.theatre-express.co.uk.
Alternatively, contact us at: Lewis School of English, 30-33 Palmerston Rd, Southampton SO14 1LL, UK.
Tel. +44 238022 8203 theatre@lewis-school.co.uk

